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(a) Speaker Directivity Visualized in an Exemplary Interaction (b) Virtual Stockroom

Figure 1: (a)Aparticipant holding apickedup item (within the blue sphere),whichhewas asked for by the agent. The directivity
of the agent’s speech sound source is exemplarily visualized, for a more precise visualization of the used directivity see Fig. 2.
(b) Top view of the stockroom, with an agent standing next to the scanner and shelves filled with 237 collectable packages.

ABSTRACT
Embodied conversational agents become more and more important
in various virtual reality applications, e.g., as peers, trainers or ther-
apists. Besides their appearance and behavior, appropriate speech is
required for them to be perceived as human-like and realistic. Addi-
tionally to theusedvoice signal, also its auralization in the immersive
virtual environment has to be believable. Therefore, we investigated
the effect of adding directivity to the speech sound source. Direc-
tivity simulates the orientation dependent auralization with regard
to the agent’s head orientation. We performed a one-factorial user
study with two levels (n=35) to investigate the effect directivity has
on the perceived social presence and realismof the agent’s voice. Our
results do not indicate any significant effects regarding directivity
on both variables covered. We account this partly to an overall too
low realism of the virtual agent, a not overly social utilized scenario
and generally high variance of the examinedmeasures. These results
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are critically discussed and potential further research questions and
study designs are identified.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Embedding human-like virtual agents into virtual reality applica-
tions becomes more frequent since they can be of avail for various
tasks. Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) can act as trainers,
interviewers, peers or simply enliven virtual environments (e.g., [3]).
To this end, they should behave and appear naturally and plausibly.
Therefore, not only their visuals and behavior are important but also
the sounds created by them, e.g., life-like sounds like breathing [2],
physical sounds like footsteps and rustling of the ECAs’ clothes,
or their vocalization. The latter is of particular importance when
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interacting with ECAs. While many applications enable the user to
perceive the location of a speech sound source, e.g., by using binaural
sound synthesis [5], the speaker’s orientation is often ignored. How-
ever, most natural sound sources do not radiate the sound uniformly
into all directions but have some directional filtering effect, e.g., a
human speaker sounds clearest when talking directly towards the
listener while sounding muffled and less loud when talking away
from the listener.

Rendering ECAs more realistically can improve the perceived co-
presence of ECAs, as shown by Zibrek et al. [10]. Furthermore, Shin
et al. [8] found that amore realistic 3D sound also has a positive influ-
ence on social presence. While they used recorded 3D sound, which
naturally incorporates the sound source directivity of the recorded
sources in the examined static setup, this has to be actively simu-
lated for dynamicallymoving ECAs. AsMehra et al. [6] stated, sound
source directivities improve the realismof the auralization andmight
thereby, if also applied to ECAs’ speech, improve their acoustic real-
ism and thus their perceived social presence. Therefore, we designed
a within-subjects user study in which participants interact with an
ECAinavirtual stockroom.The study’s goalwas toexaminewhether
humans (subconsciously) prefer ECAs that are auralized using this
directional effect andwhether they are rated as beingmore realistic.

2 STUDY
We conducted a within-subjects study in a five-sided CAVE (5.25m×

5.25m), basedon thefindingsof apre-studybyWendt et al. [9],which
examined the same effect but in a less plausible scenario. The study
had one independent variable: Auralization, with the two levels om-
nidirectional and directional. So, we either used an omnidirectional
sound radiation pattern or ameasured directivity pattern of a human
singer as provided by Kob [4], one per condition in a counterbal-
anced order. The participants were placed in a virtual stockroom,
with the same dimensions as the CAVE, together with a male ECA
(see Fig. 1(b)). The stockroom was filled with five rows of shelves
with in total 237packages of 16 different types anda scanner terminal
at which the ECA stood during the entire interaction. Participants
had to collect all packages for one of two predefined orders requiring
to collect 17 items in total each. Therefore, the ECA read out what is
needed nextwhile looking at the terminal, e.g., “For this order, we also
have to find a teddy bear.”. In total, 10 requests per order were given,
where some required multiple items of the same kind to be collected
(cf. supplementary video 1). Unnoticeable for the participants, they
were observed by the experimenter by means of real-time video and
audio streams. This enabled the experimenter to control the ECA
via aWizard-of-Oz paradigm by triggering reasonable utterances
depending on the participants’ actions or questions using natural
language. One of these utterances per request included a turning of
the ECA towards the shelf rowwhere the requested itemwas placed
and thereby highlighted the directivity pattern, since the direction-
dependent changes, if present, are most noticeable during turning.
Thereby the ECA gave the participants incremental hints for what
and where to look. After finishing each order, the participants had
to answer a questionnaire with subjective measures while staying in
the CAVE.Wemeasured the perceived social presence of the ECAs
using the social presence score (SPS) questionnaire [1] and questions

1https://youtu.be/noAF_ZB0_oQ

(a) Omnidirectional (b) Human Singer Directivity

Figure 2: The used directivities, shown here at 125Hz with
the yellow arrow pointing forward and the cyan one upward

regarding speech realism for each condition. SPS was used since it
is, to our knowledge, the best available questionnaire measuring the
concept of social presence, and the task was designed to elicit social
interaction. Additionally to the subjective measures, we measured
the minimal distance participants kept to the ECA, as these prox-
emics could potentially also be used to gain objective insights in the
perceived social presence [1]. The time needed for each condition
was also logged, as task-related measure.

After leaving the CAVE, participants were asked to fill out a post-
study questionnaire asking themwhat they think was investigated
and several questions to rate the experience and which of the two
conditions they liked better concerning different aspects of the ECA.

To render and animate the ECA,weused SmartBody [7] and its hu-
manmodelBrad. The speechaudiowasgeneratedbymeansofGoogle
CloudText-To-Speech2 and the Sphinx-4 library3wasused to generate
the matching lip sync data for SmartBody’s lip-syncing. Since the
ECAwas, by design, often talking towards thewall, we also included
the room response to the acoustical speech signals into the auraliza-
tion.As directivity filter, ameasured directivity of a human singer [5]
was used (see Fig. 2(b)). This directivity filter changes the sound of
the speech related to the orientation of the speaker, e.g., damping spe-
cific frequencies when the ECA is facing away from the participant.
Furthermore, for the omnidirectional condition a directivity was
used that is uniform in all directions and frequencies (see Fig. 2(a))
and is normalized to have the same amplitude in the frontal direction
as the singer’s directivity. Using directional filters for both condi-
tions guaranteed that the acoustic signals were processed equally
for both conditions and no difference was introduced by additional
filtering.We confirmedwith expert listening tests, that the difference
between the auralization conditions was well noticeable.

3 RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION
We conducted the study with 35 participants (9 female and 26 male,
mean age = 24.61 years, SD = 4.18). Unfortunately, our results did not
reveal any significantmajor effect.TheSPSmeasuresdonot showsig-
nificant differences between the two different auralization methods.
Furthermore, when asked for a preference of one of the conditions,
participants did not state a significant preference for either one.
When analyzing the speech sound realism ratings that were posed
right after each condition or the comparative ones thatwere posed af-
ter finishing both, no significant effect on the perceived realismcould
be found. The interference that led to these results could bemanifold.
2https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/
3https://cmusphinx.github.io/
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Althoughwe designed our scenario to foster participant’s engage-
ment into a natural conversation with the ECA, only 34% engaged
in a real conversation. By this, probably fewer subjects may have
noticed the altered auralization. This might be caused due to the fact
that participants deemed the task too simple and wanted to solve it
on their own instead of asking for help, albeit being encouraged to
ask in the task description. However, only considering cooperative
participants does not yield any significant observations either.

Another challenge we faced is that evaluating the influence of the
subtle auralization change using objective measures is complicated.
We did not expect to find an influence on the completion time, since
a higher realism of the voice should not change the difficulty of the
task. Furthermore, the other objective measure, the kept distance
to the ECA, did not yield any insightful information either. This
is probably due to the fact that proxemics is a better measure to
differentiate effects of eeriness [10] than subtle changes of the voice.

Generally, the studied auralization techniques are advanced with
regard to sound realism. Therefore, some participants remarked that
the overall realism of the interaction and the scene was too low, thus
the added realism due to the directivity was unnoticeable with the
applied measures. This becomes also apparent in the answers to
the realism questionnaire items and the free field comments, which
span from “The voice of the ECA was also reducing the quality of the
experience, it was very ’robotic’ sounding.” to “I did not focus on the
speech/sound at all, as the speech/sound itself was the most natural
thing in my opinion”. Furthermore, this also hints to another defi-
ciency, the usage of a synthetic TTS voice.We found that potentially
more significant results could have been gathered if a recorded voice
would have been used. On the other hand, recording a human in a
natural way is also hard to achieve and would require trained native
speakers. Thus, in order to improve our study design to gainmore in-
sight, we recommend using a recorded human voice for pre-defined
utterances in follow-up studies.

While some participants stated that they found the ECA too silent
and therefore hard to understand, in general, the participants found
the ECAwell understandable. However, picking the right loudness
for the omnidirectional condition is hard, since omnidirectional
speech sound sources are an artificial concept.We picked it such that
the loudness is equal for both conditionswhen the ECA talks directly
towards the participant. This, however, means that the accumulated
sound energies the ECA radiates into the scene are different, because
the directional filter damps the radiation in non-frontal directions. If
then again these accumulated energies are matched the ECA using
a directional radiation pattern would sound louder when directly
talking towards the participant, which is even more noticeable and
might distort the results since a louder ECA is better understandable.

The participants, who were left naïve to the investigated effect,
were asked to speculate on the purpose of the study. Only 6 partici-
pants (17%) suspected that the study investigated the effect of ECAs’
speech or movement. When told afterwards what the investigated
effectwas, one participant stated that he noticed the directivity effect
during the study when the ECAwas turning at least once. However,
he also stated that he did not notice the absence of it. This potentially
means that directivity can slightly increase the realismof speech, but
normally users do not pay attention to it, especially if there are other
aspects decreasing the realism of the virtual environment. This is
also in line with the result that only 31% of the participant reported

that they at all noticed a change in auralization and even for those
no significant effects were apparent.

Another possible explanation for not finding any significant dif-
ferences between the probed auralization conditions, is that there is
no or only a small effect when adding directivity to the auralization
of an ECA during the task at hand, at least on the perceived social
presence and realism.

4 CONCLUSION
With this study, we intended to show that using directivity to aural-
ize the speech of ECAs has an influence on the perceived realism of
those and thereby on their social presence. However, the results did
not reveal any significant effects. This can be partly accounted to the
used scenario which did not force participants to engage in a natural
and bi-directional conversation with the ECA and thereby had not
focus them especially on the speech sound. Additionally, this could
be caused by an overall too low realism in the context of which such
an advanced technique only plays a marginal role.

We plan to examine further whether in a direct comparison be-
tween these conditions effects on perceived realism can bemeasured
when participants are primed and know onwhat to focus. Therefore,
we will design a study in which no artificially social task is involved,
but only a monologue of an ECA is experienced, using recorded
speech and motion. Beyond that, we want to examine the effect
of dynamic directivities. That means that the directivity pattern is
influenced by the currently uttered phoneme. It remains to examine
whether that is at all distinguishable from the static directivity that
was used in this paper.
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